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About The Author
Director and Principal Physiotherapist
Richard Kim co-founded Activ Therapy
Pty Ltd in 2012 after seeing a massive
problem in the Health Industry.

“I wrote this guide in the hopes that it will
end up in the hands of the people in our
community dealing with back pain and
change their lives for the better”
Coming from a sporting background, he would end up sore and pick
up a few injuries during the soccer season, leading him to see his local
Physiotherapist. The treatment would alleviate his symptoms and allow
him to play the next week, but there were still TWO big problems that still
remained:
1. The relief was temporary, only lasting 2 or 3 days, then the pain would
return.
2. He didn’t feel back to 100% and quite up to scratch – it seemed like
his injuries were accumulating and Physio was only masking the pain
instead of addressing the problem.
So he co-founded Activ Therapy as its primary Physiotherapist, and through
his tried-and-tested systems, has now expanded across 10 locations in
Sydney with a team of over 25 admin and practitioners (and still growing!).
By using an individualised approach, accurate assessment and effective
hands-on treatment techniques, he was able to address the root cause of
his clients’ main issues. This finally gave them relief after years (sometimes
decades) of meaningless suffering, medication abuse and feelings of
helplessness.
Activ Therapy now proudly services over 2500 consultations each month,
helping thousands of people find the root cause of their problem (not just
the symptoms), restore their health, and regain their confidence and
independence again.
Yours in Good Health,

Richard Kim
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THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO
RELIEVE NECK PAIN...
So You Can Avoid Headaches and Finally
Focus Again.
If you’re reading this guide then you’re sick and tired of your ongoing
chronic neck pain and headaches and ready to take action to get this fixed
up once and for all.
You’re ready to finally ditch the painkillers, get rid of those headaches, and
finally regain your focus and take control of your life.
Most of us will experience neck pain at some point, and I see it even more
frequently in my clinics in recent years as people are spending more and
more time in front of a computer, laptop or phone. It’s no surprise that
neck pain is increasingly prevalent in our community – and we want to put
a stop to it.
Our team has successfully helped thousands of people in our community,
many of those who were suffering with neck pain and headaches like you.
This is a compilation of the most valuable tips that our team has come
across over thousands of hours of clinical experience – shared with you
over the next few pages.
Although we have invested a lot of time and money to create this guide
(and you have made a small investment to acquire it), our mission is to get
rid of chronic pain in our community for good.
Now let’s get to the biggest tips to relieve your neck pain…
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#1 Fix Up Your Posture
I’m sure you’ve been told many times to “Sit Up Straight” by your parents
or your teachers. This is to prevent slouching which is unsightly and also
detrimental to your shoulder health and function.
If you’re slouched over all the time, you are more likely to develop
lower back tightness, upper neck pain/headaches and shoulder pain.
Sometimes at different times, and sometimes all at once!

Why?
Look at the “Upper Crossed Syndrome”: this unsightly posture
compresses your upper neck with a “poked neck position”, and leads to
rounding of your shoulders.

#2 Stay Comfortable with Frequent Breaks for Stretching
Breaking up your day can be an effective way to keep your symptoms at
bay. It gives our bodies a “RESET” so we can re-assess our sitting posture
as well as give our brains a bit of a rest.
We recommend a 2-minute break every 1-2 hours to perform the two
stretches below:
Upper Back Stretch (Thoracic Mobility)
When I think of bad posture the most common thing that comes to mind
is the slouched position. Over time this stiffens up the upper back and
makes it harder to straighten up. Getting this more flexible and straighter is
the most important aspect of improving posture.
My favourite exercise to help this is to lie on one side and then turn your
shoulders so that your upper body rotates back towards the floor. You
should end up with your upper back almost flat on floor and your hips still
side one where you started.
Hold the end position for 3 seconds then return to the start. Do this 5
times on each side.
Levator Scapulae Stretch
This stretch targets one of the most common muscles that cause neck
pain. It connects your shoulder blade to the base of your head.
Simply place one had on top of your head and pull your head down
forward and towards one side.
Hold this for 10 seconds and then repeat on the other side.
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#3 Ditch Your Pain Meds for Long-Term Recovery
“But my Doctor told me to take these pain-killers and rest!”
I’m sure your Doctor has good intentions in helping you fix your
shoulder pain by prescribing pain medications, but let me ask you a
profound question…

“After ALL this time, is your shoulder pain actually FIXED?”
Pain Medications are a “band-aid treatment” that will help with the
symptom of PAIN. It can be helpful in the short-term, but does absolutely
nothing for addressing the root cause of your shoulder pain, ie. It will
NEVER be a long-term solution!
Imagine your grandson falls off his bike and hurts his arm. You put on
some cream and bandages, and over time his grazes and cuts will heal,
and the PAIN will go away. It might take a few days or a few weeks, but it
will eventually go away.
Now if he doesn’t learn how to balance the bike, how to slow down, and
how to steer and manoeuvre the bike, what are the chances that he’ll fall
over again?
Very high.
That’s exactly what you’re doing with your neck pain and headaches.

#4 Drink Enough Water
Our body is made up of approximately 60% of water and has a critical role
in maintaining fluid and electrolyte (salt) balance.
When you are dehydrated, this can lead to increased pressure being
placed on your skull, leading to upper neck pain and headaches surround
the skull.
A good amount of water intake to aim for is between 1.5 – 2L per day for a
normal size adult. This will naturally increase in warmer weather or when
you are exercising.
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#5 Get Stronger!
Muscle/tendon tears and sprains are due to overload of these structures.
They can happen over a long period of time (such as Repetitive Stress
Injury) or they can happen suddenly (such as carrying/lifting a box).
Here are two simple exercises to improve your neck strength:
Chin Tuck
This exercise targets the weak muscles at the front of the neck that help
keep the neck in its ideal position when sitting. Without these you see
the head sit forward and this places increased stress on the structures in
the neck.
To do this exercise sit upright and slowly draw your chin inwards like
you are creating a double chin. Be sure not to nod but rather draw it
directly back.
Hold this position for 10 seconds. Repeat 5 times.
Shoulder-blade Squeeze (Scapular Retraction)
When you slouch the other thing that happens is that your shoulders roll
forward. Correcting this is extremely important and can not only help your
neck pain but also help to avoid shoulder problems.
A simple exercise you can do is to sit or stand up straight and squeese
your shoulder blades together. You should feel the upper back tighten.
Hold the squeeze for 3 seconds and then relax. Repeat this 10 times.
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#6 Stop Complaining and Start Taking Action!
Most people with neck pain and headaches will complain to their friends
or loved ones, or their kids, colleagues or their doctor. They are hoping
that by telling others about their pain, their suffering will decrease and
people will feel pity for them.
But the truth is, complaining gets you nowhere.
It doesn’t help with the pain. It doesn’t help you find the root cause and
fix your condition (in fact, it encourages the chronic cycle of pain). And it
doesn’t help you make more friends either!
Now, my intention is not to put you down – quite the opposite.
Many of my clients felt the same way at the beginning and were engaging
in self-sabotaging behaviour – relying on pain medications, complaining
to whoever would listen, trying to “Find SOLUTIONS” on the internet,
asking their friends for advice for their shoulder pain (this is crazy as their
friends are NOT HEALTH PROFESSIONALS!), and the list goes on.
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Health Advice Disclaimer:
We have made every effort to ensure that we accurately represent
the injury advice and prognosis displayed throughout this Guide.
Examples of injuries and their prognosis are based on typical
representations that we commonly see in our physiotherapy clinics.
This Guide is for informational purposes only – it is not a substitute for
professional advice and treatment. The information given is not intended
as representations of every individual’s condition which can vary widely
depending on various factors including (but not limited to):
sporting background, genetics, nutrition, previous medical history,
mental illness, application of exercises, posture, and compliance with
Physiotherapy advice.
Significant injury is possible if you do not follow due diligence and seek
suitable professional advice about your injury. No guarantees of specific
results are expressly made or implied in this report.
By using this Guide you accept full responsibility for your health and
understand that the information provided is general and may or may
not be relevant to you. You accept that it is impossible to give a 100%
complete accurate diagnosis and prognosis without a thorough physical
examination from one of our Physiotherapists at Activ Therapy Ptd Ltd.
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